Major work continues for the M1 Pacific Motorway upgrade between Tuggerah and Doyalson interchanges from Sunday 20 August 2017

The Australian and NSW governments are funding the upgrade of the M1 Pacific Motorway between the Tuggerah and Doyalson interchanges to improve traffic flow and safety.

The Tuggerah to Doyalson M1 Pacific Motorway widening forms part of the M1 Pacific Motorway Upgrade, providing safer and more reliable trips for freight, people and businesses.

Roads and Maritime Services has awarded a contract to CPB Contractors Pty Limited to rebuild and widen the motorway and upgrade the Warnervale and Doyalson interchanges.

We are now ready to start the next stage of major construction, which includes line marking to define the changed travel lanes, progressively rolling out the reduced 80km/h roadwork speed limit between Tuggerah and Warnervale and the installation of safety barriers.

We will be working southbound on the motorway between 7pm and 4am Monday to Friday and between 9pm and 4am on Sunday. We will be working northbound on the motorway between 8pm and 5am Monday to Thursday and between 10pm and 6am on Friday.

We expect the line marking, speed limit sign installation and barrier placement will be completed in seven weeks, weather permitting.

How will the work affect you?
The work may be noisy. We will make every effort to minimise noise by arranging the work in stages at different locations.

Traffic changes
There will be some temporary traffic changes to make sure the work zone is safe.

Temporary lane closures will be in place and the reduced speed limit will be implemented which may affect travel times. Please keep to speed limits and follow the direction of traffic controllers and signs.
For the latest traffic updates, you can call 132 701, visit livetraffic.com or download the Live Traffic NSW App for iPhone, iPad and Android.

Cyclists will be required to exit the motorway at the Morisset and Tuggerah interchanges and follow the sign posted detour route for the duration of the project.
Contact
If you have any questions, please contact our construction partner, CPB Contractors Pty Limited, on 1800 841 778 or M1T2Dinfo@cpbcon.com.au. More information about the M1 Upgrades can be found at rms.work/M1Upgrades

Thank you for your patience during this important work.